
Click, Clack Good Night

Doreen Cronin

Farmer Brown puts the other animals to bed

but gives up on Duck, who sets out to find just

the right spot--and snack--to help him sleep.
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Time for Bed's Story

Monica Arnaldo

Hello. Bed here. Yes, Bed. Bed has something

to say. Bed is fed up. Bed's patience is wearing

thin. For years Bed has put up with the kicking,

the drooling, the jumping. But enough is enough.

Now it's time to consider Bed's feelings, too ... In

an unexpected shift in point of view, a child's bed

tells it like it is.
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Can You Put Me to Bed?

Erin Guendelsberger

In this interactive bedtime story, the reader is

asked to help a young sloth fall asleep.
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Bedtime is for Superheroes

Katherine Locke

Being a superhero is hard work! Fighting evil,

catching bad guys, saving the day, and it's

messy too! After a long day of being a

superhero, even the best superhero has to take

a bath, wash their superhero clothes, and rest

up for another day of saving the world.
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Recommended Reads
 

 
Bedtime

Goodnight Already!

Jory John

Bear has never been so tired but his next-door

neighbor, a wide-awake duck, keeps

disturbing his sleep.
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Sloth Wasn't Sleepy

Kate Messner

A tough day, a bad dream, a scary noise...

these are just a few of the things that can keep

kids wide awake and frightened after dark. But

Mama Sloth knows the secrets for calming

worried minds and getting to sleep--and as she

shares them with her daughter, young readers

will learn valuable relaxation skills that last a

lifetime.
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The Bedtime Book

Todd Parr

Animals are trying to fall asleep, but there are

so many things to do before getting ready for

bed.
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Nancy Amanda Redd

As family members braid, brush, twirl, roll,

and tighten their hair before  before bedtime,

putting on kerchiefs, wave caps, and other

protective items, the little sister cannot find

her bonnet.
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Pippa’s Night Parade

Lisa Robinson

Using her wild imagination to dream up adorable

creations, young Pippa finds the limits of her

creativity tested on a night when monsters sneak

out of her storybooks to scare her.
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MORE BEDTIME BOOKS:
Llama Llama Red Pajama  I  P Dewdney

Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site  I  P Rinker

Don’t Blink!  I  P Rosenthal

Interrupting Chicken  I  P Stein

Don’t Let the Pigeon Stay Up Late!  I  P Willems

Bear Snores On  I  P Wilson

One Sheep, Two Sheep

Tammi Sauer

Rooster has always counted sheep to fall

asleep. What happens when his other farm

friends decide to jump in, too?!
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Laurie Wallmark & Michael Robertson

Much like us, dinosaurs love to have fun.

Dinosaurs from all around gather together

to play instruments, dance, and sing before

bedtime. But soon the dinosaurs grow tired

and need their rest. This is a book that's

sure to have kids following the dinos' lead

as they get ready to go to sleep.
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It's So Quiet: A Not-Quite-Going-to-

Bed-Book

Sherri Duskey Rinker

Little mouse cannot sleep because it is too

quiet--but when he really listens he finds to

night is full of all sorts of sounds, so many if

fact that it is too noisy to sleep.
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Dream Big, Little Scientists: A

Bedtime Book

Michelle Schaub

A bedtime lullaby for budding scientists

everywhere introduces eleven branches of

science and encourages curiosity and

exploration.
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Bianca Schulze

Shhh! Be very, very quiet. The rascally

dragon is finally asleep. But when the page

turns, the breeze blows the door shut with

a bang! Does it wake up the dragon?
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